System Includes

* Base PC
* Proxis Stock Manager Software
* 17” LCD Monitor with built-in speakers
* Janam XP Series Mobile Computer
* POS-X Xi3000 Barcode Scanner
* Surge Protector & Cables
* Mini Keyboard
* Mouse

PROXIS
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INVENTORY CONTROL
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Our Basic Inventory Control System allows you to go mobile with your small to medium-sized inventory, using the Janam XP Series mobile computer to free you from range limitations of standard barcode scanners. Proxis Stock Manager software is pre-installed on the PC and the mobile computer, allowing you to easily maintain inventory in larger warehouses or even multiple locations!

* 1 Year Free Phone Support
* 1 Year Warranty with 7 Day Replacement

FINANCING AVAILABLE
STARTING AS LOW AS $55/MONTH
CALL OR EMAIL US FOR MORE DETAILS

Inventory Control Systems available from POSGuys.com include:

Value Inventory
Basic Inventory
Premium Inventory

For our complete line of POSGuys Complete Systems visit us at www.posguys.com
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